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Your Vinyl Express Rogue cutter has a neat feature called contour-cutting. It includes a laser sensor and 
some high-tech internals that allow it to cut precise paths around the edges of your printed graphics. 
Sometimes the alignment of the cut path on the edge of the print needs a little fine-tuning. 
There are two ways to do this. You can adjust it in the hardware - in the Rogue’s control panel -  or in 
the LXI 12 software. Here’s how to do it. 

Laser Offset Adjustment: Rogue Control Panel
Tools: You’ll need a sheet of copy paper, a printer, your Rogue’s ballpoint pen, and a good metric ruler. 
1. Download and print the CrossMark Test Page from the  
    SIGNWarehouse Tech Support Blog. Click here to get the file.

2. Print the document and load the sheet into your Rogue, and 
    replace the blade with the Rogue’s pen. It should fit snugly in the 
    blade holder.  

3. Use the Offline and arrow buttons to move the blade to the 
    intersection of any of the printed cross-hair registration mark  
    patterns and set this as your origin point (The blade should be in 
    the center of the square defined by the marks: Fig 1). 

4. Press Menu to access Laser. Press the bombsight button to scan 
     the mark (Fig 2). The cutter will cut or print a cross-hair on the 
    corner of the mark. This should be exactly over the intersection 
    of the two arms of the registration mark, right at the corner. If it 
     is not, the offset needs to be adjusted. Measure the error 
    distance in millimeters.

5. To Adjust, Press the Menu button to reach the Laser Menu (Fig 
     3).

6. Press the Online button. The screen will display a “Password 00” 
     prompt. A password is required to enter the laser offset menu. 
     The password is 12. 

7.  Press the up and down arrow keys to change the first digit to 
     1. Press the left and right arrow keys to change the second digit 
     to 2. Press Online to enter the password and access the Laser 
     Setup Menu.
8.  When the screen displays Laser Setup, press the Menu button 
     to display the X and Y values. Note: The X and Y axes on the 
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https://files.signwarehouse.com/tech_assets/Other+Documents/CrossMark.pdf
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    Rogue are not the same as other cutters. The X axis moves data 
    left and right across the platen. The Y axis is for movement  
    forward and backward, or up and down. Just think “X to the left, 
     Y to the sky”. See, isn’t that simple? 
Note: The most efficient way to calibrate the sensor is to start with the 
     factory default settings for the X and Y values. 
     • The Default values for the base model, Rogue Plus, and original 
     Rogue Pro are as follows:  X -919,  Y +840 
     • The Default values for the new Rogue Pro with the advanced laser 
     sensor are: X -1299,  Y +840 *

Note: The ratio of menu values to distance is millimeters is 30 to 1. 
     To move the x or y axis by 1 mm, change the value by  30.

9. To move the X axis to the right, reduce the displayed X value  
     using the up and down arrow keys. To move the X axis to the 
     left, increase the displayed X value using the up and down arrow 
    keys.

10. To move the Y axis downward, increase the Y value using the up 
     and down arrow keys.  To move the Y axis upward, decrease the 
     Y value using the up and down arrow keys.

11. Press the bombsight button to save the new X and Y Values. 
     This will return you to the laser menu. Press the bombsight 
     button to scan the mark again. Send the cut job and examine 
     the  results. If further adjustment is needed, repeat the steps 
     above.  When it’s done, your pen mark should be at the center  
     of the cross-hairs as seen at right (Fig 7).  

* The Rogue Pro with the advanced laser sensor is easily identified by the 
black casing over the tool carriage and small black knob at the top of the 
tool carriage, as seen in Fig 8.
 

Fig 5

Fig 6

Fig 7. Done. Perfectly on target. 

Fig 8. Rogue Pro w/ advanced ARMS

Laser Offset Adjustment: Rogue Control Panel Cont’d. 

Please see next page for LXI RIP 12 software laser offset adjustment  guide
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Laser Offset Adjustment: LXI RIP 12 Software.
Tools: You’ll need a sheet of copy paper, a printer, your Rogue’s ballpoint pen, and a good metric ruler. 

1. To do the laser adjustment offset from LXI, you’ll need to print 
and cut a file first to see where the cut path lines up on the print. 
If you want to test it, you can do this with the pen tool, as instruct-
ed on page one. Perform the print and cut process normally (you’ll 
find complete instructions for this in section five of the Rogue User 
manual).

2. Examine the offset of the printed or cut path around the edge of 
the print. If the alignment is incorrect, measure the distance with a 
ruler. Be as precise as possible.  

3. Right click on the cut job in the LXI Production Manager and 
open the Job Properties tab (Fig 1). 

4. Click on the Cut tab (third one from left) to open the cutting 
properties window. Then click the Edit button to open the Vinyl 
Express Rogue Plus properties window. Here you will see some 
default settings including the offset value. This is not the offset for 
the print and cut alignment. Our laser offset edit function is hiding 
in the drop-down menu. 

5. Click the arrow next to the Offset window to show the Laser 
Offset window and click that to open it. Here, you will see some 
default values for the X and Y offset. They should be set at 0.001 
for each. Time for some math. Convert the distance you measured 
into a thousandth of an inch. For instance if it’s off by 1/8 of an 
inch, divide one by eight to get 0.125. Change the X or Y value from 
0.001 to 0.125 to adjust it. 

6. Click Apply to save the change. Then reset the cutter’s origin 
point and activate the Laser as normal. Resend the cut job. 
Measure, repeat, & refine until you have it dialed in just right (Fig 4).  
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